[Diagnosis of hypertension in childhood].
A significant increase in arterial blood pressure is considerably less common in childhood (as compared with adults), and, to a larger degree, is high-grade. The mild forms more frequently reverse spontaneously, and severe cases are more often asymptomatic. It is of a secondary nature in a much larger percentage (preponderantly of renal, but also of vascular, adrenal or other demonstrable etiology), i.e., susceptible to causal therapy. The growing interest within pediatrics in problems of primary (essential) hypertension with regard to epidemiology, etiology, pathogenetics and prognosis (!), lends additional importance to the particular difficulties involved in reliable blood pressure measurement and control, and additionally, the question of a useful definition of the criteria for pathological blood pressure increases, which is relatively uncertain in children (moreover, the normal values are highly age-dependent). The symptomatology of arterial hypertension shows certain age-specific characteristics. In the secondary forms, the underlying disease is ofter far advanced at the moment of manifestation and, even more so, of completion of the diagnosis. Certain risk factors (obviously also relevant for the later years of life) related to primary hypertension, the incidence of which is still quite controversial, can already be detected in childhood (familial and hereditary factors).